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1 The framework

This short contribution presents a classi�er-based con-
trol system for adaptive behavior synthesis in multi-
agent domain, regulated by a reinforcement learning
algorithm. This control system is de�ned by a set of
behavioral rules, a credit assignment system and a ge-
netic algorithm. The genetic algorithm we use is com-
mon to the most of algorithms presented in the evolu-
tionary litterature, consequently, we chose to limit this
report to the description of the chromosome structure
and the credit assignment system.

2 The chromosome structure

Each rule Ri is a coupling of a predicate Pi and a task
Ti in such a way that, if Pi is true, then Ti is con-
sidered as applicable. Pi is a multivariable boolean
function that combines the stimuli perceived from the
environment in a tree where nodes are boolean oper-
ators and leaves are stimuli. In such a way, complex
environmental situations may be expressed, even from
a reduced set of recognizable stimuli. When stimuli
are sensed from the environment, they are propagated
through the boolean tree, from the leaves, and �ltered
by the boolean operators so as to be collected as a
single boolean value in Pi. This value then makes the
corresponding task Ti applicable or not. Thus, Pi.
constitutes a necessary precondition for the applica-
tion of the rule Ri. As for Ti, it is de�ned as an or-
dered sequence of basis actions, which constitutes the
basis skills of the agent, namely its behavioral prim-
itives. The association of Pi and Ti thus forms the
chromosome Ri.

3 The credit assignment system

Actually, each behavioral rule Ri is provided with both
an activation level �i and an inhibitory threshold �i

to determine its applicability. Thus the task Ti is con-
sidered as activable if and only if �i > �i.

More generally, each rule Ri should be supplied with
an additional set of features in order to provide the
agents with the ability of estimating their perfor-
mance by themselves, from satisfaction or disapoint-
ment indicators. Consequently, a rule Ri can be de-
�ned as following: Ri = [Pi �! Ti; �i; �i; �i]; i 2 IN.
�i is the activation level of Ti, �i is the inhibitory
threshold of Ti, and �i is a set of the following form:
�i = f�j : �j �! (r+j ; r

�

j )g. �j is a rule of reinforce-
ment associated to the task Ti, �j is a predicate that
indicates to the control system when to apply either
the positive reinforcement r+j (when �j is true) or the

negative one r�j (when �j is false). Then we can de-
�ne the local reinforcement function zi associated with
the task Ti as following: zi(t) =

Pj=ni

j=1 r+j (t) + r�j (t)
where ni is the cardinal of �i. Consequently the global
reinforcement function Zi of the task Ti is de�ned, at
the date �, by: Zi(�) =

Pt=�
t=0 zi(t)

4 Implementation

The control system which has been presented in
this short report has been implemented as an ex-
tension of the MUTANT platform described in
[Calderoni and Marcenac, 1998].
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